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Field of the Invention The

present invention relates to the
field of ladders. More

particularly, the present invention
relates to an attachment for
supporting a ladder against a

bulkhead, or similar structure. B.
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Description of the Related Art
An oil drilling rig is a mobile

platform that is used to drill oil
wells. The oil rigs include a
superstructure and a lower

portion that is referred to as the
“derrick”. The lower portion of

the oil rig and it's components are
large and heavy. This weight is

transferred through the derrick to
a “slider”. The “slider” is the

large steel ramp that is attached
to a bulkhead that extends the

length of the derrick. The
“slider” is moved along rails that
are attached to the inner sides of
the derrick. The “slider” travels
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along the rails and provides a
mobile platform for the workers

that are employed in deep drilling
operations. During drilling

operations, the weight of the
“slider” is often supported by a

ladder attached to a support plate
secured to the bottom of the

ramp. The ladder is supported by
the ladder stand that is positioned

above the support plate. The
ladder stand can be affixed to the

support plate by a variety of
means such as by an eye member

or a series of holes that are
drilled into the support plate.
However, the ladder stand is
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supported on the support plate
over the holes provided in the
support plate. The ladder stand
can be mounted over a hole that
is large enough to support the

ladder and the ladder stand. If the
hole is too large the hole could

collapse under the weight of the
ladder and ladder stand.

However, a smaller hole can
cause the ladder stand to fall off
of the support plate. As can be
seen, attaching the ladder stand

to the support plate can be a
complex task. Therefore, there is
a need in the art for an improved

ladder stand support.Q: What
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